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This paper explores strategies for achieving accurate wide-area low-frequency sound reproduction in cinemas. Current standards for B-chain calibration call for single channel low-frequency equalization aided by either single-point or spatially-averaged response measurements, a methodology only applicable to a reasonably spatially invariant low-frequency response. A holistic approach to low-frequency coverage optimization is presented exploiting subwoofer arrays, their positioning and multi-point signal processing. Acoustic-field examples are presented using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) modeling software and practical experiments that expose a potential for superior wide-area signal reconstruction over that achieved using the current standards and recommendations.

0 INTRODUCTION

Recent research into the causes of variability in sound reproduction across cinemas reveals that there is an inherent lack of understanding regarding low-frequency sound reproduction [1, 2]. Current standards and recommendations [3, 4] suggest using one-third-octave band graphic or parametric equalization to smooth the low-frequency response in cinemas. These techniques are often based on spatially-averaged response measurements across a seating area [3], which has been proven to give minimal benefit regarding uniformity or overall “flatness” in the low-frequency band [1, 2, 5–7]. The effect redistributes the problem rather than solves it.

This research aims to resolve misunderstandings regarding low-frequency acoustics and sound reproduction so that a well-informed B-chain calibration procedure can be developed and standardized to allow for consistent low-frequency responses in cinemas and dubbing theaters (across all venues and seats within). [A B-chain consists of everything after the volume fader in a system including the power amplifiers, loudspeakers, screen, and any acoustical treatment.]

A detailed problem definition is laid out in Sec. 1 covering issues pertaining to acoustics (room-modes, comb-filtering, spatiotemporal variance), sound reproduction (individual channel frequency responses, interference, available degrees of freedom, existing standards), and psychoacoustic considerations, including the audibility of low-frequency resonances and anti-resonances. Sec. 2 details the characteristics of the venues that have been modeled in this study.

To facilitate comparison, Sec. 3 presents a critical examination of current calibration strategies. This includes inspecting system responses using various common loudspeaker configurations and applying both single-point and spatially-averaged response equalization. However, in contrast to this paper’s philosophy, these current techniques contribute nothing to the reduction of seat-to-seat frequency response variations in cinemas. This is because they can only ever seek to globally re-balance the frequency response to that of an averaged listening position, implying that inter-seat response differences remain unchanged.

To address these limitations, Sec. 4 proffers a number of enhanced methods that include distributed optimization algorithms and diffuse signal processing. As such, significant improvements in frequency response uniformity can be achieved across entire seating areas, together with greater overall system robustness, as there is less chance of human error corrupting the calibration process.
Sec. 5 concludes by summarizing a set of recommendations that offer a basis for the development of a robust and spatially more accurate system for low-frequency calibration in cinemas. The intention is for these concepts to be taken into consideration when revising current standards [3] for B-chain calibration in cinemas and dubbing theaters.

1 PROBLEM DEFINITION

Wide-area low-frequency sound reproduction is inherently prone to high spatio-temporal variance across a listening area. This variance is typically caused by a combination of comb-filtering, room-modes, loudspeaker-to-room coupling, and listener location. In the frequency domain, the problem is observed as a position-dependent frequency response, where each listening location experiences different tonality of the reproduced sound [8–10]. In the time domain, the issue manifests itself as a smearing effect, resulting in poor waveform fidelity [9, 11, 12]. Considering the goal to deliver equal listening experiences to all members of an audience, it is crucial to address this problem.

With regard to cinema B-chains, recent efforts by the SMPTE Theatre B-Chain Study Group [6] have highlighted the severity of low-frequency variance across numerous commercial cinemas and dubbing theaters when analyzed in both the time and frequency domains. The group calls for a need to revise current standards and recommendations pertaining to the calibration of cinema B-chains, with a clear requirement to agree on a calibration technique to deliver uniform and temporally-accurate low-frequency sound to all members of an audience.

In order to develop an effective and practical methodology for addressing the identified issues in low-frequency sound reproduction, a detailed analysis is required. Two scenarios are considered in this research: a commercial cinema and a dubbing theater.

1.1 Room-Modes

A considerable portion of published discussions regarding calibration of B-chains for low-frequency optimization focuses on the issue of room-modes, which are complex standing wave patterns due to multiple reflections between surfaces. Room-mode frequencies are defined (in rectangular topologies) using Eq. (1.1) [8].

\[
\begin{align*}
  f_m &= \frac{c}{2} \sqrt{\frac{\eta_x}{L_x}}^2 + \frac{\eta_y}{L_y}^2 + \frac{\eta_z}{L_z}^2 \\
  &= \frac{c}{2} \sqrt{\left(\frac{\eta_x}{L_x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\eta_y}{L_y}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\eta_z}{L_z}\right)^2} 
\end{align*}
\]  

(1.1)

where, \( f_m \) is the \( m^{th} \) room-mode (Hz), which is based on the speed of sound in air (\( c \), in m/s), the modal indices (\( \eta_x, \eta_y, \eta_z \)), and the room dimensions, \( (L_x, L_y, L_z, \text{ measured in meters}) \).

The low-frequency band of a closed acoustic space is commonly referred to as the modal region. This is the frequency range over which individual spectral resonances can be distinguished. The upper limit to this modal band is most commonly defined as the Schroeder frequency (Eq. (1.2)) [13].

\[
  f_s = \frac{2000 \sqrt{\frac{RT_{60}}{V}}}{L_x}
\]

(1.2)

where, \( f_s \) is the Schroeder frequency (Hz), \( RT_{60} \) is the average reverberation time (s), and \( V \) is the room volume (m³). The Schroeder frequency is based on the spectral and spatial density of room-modes. Although room-modes exist across the entire frequency spectrum, above the Schroeder frequency they are sufficiently dense that the human ear cannot distinguish individual modes due to spatial and spectral masking [13].

The published SMPTE standard [3] states that “microphone positions employed in a spatial average will be distributed among a range of positions in lateral and transverse directions to minimize the influence of any particular room mode.” A similar statement is given in the corresponding SMPTE recommendation [4].

This postulation may be valid in rooms with naturally low spatio-temporal variance (usually due to high levels of acoustical treatment or great size), but in rooms with high variance, room-modes cannot be addressed or subverted using spatial averaging because the room-mode pattern is a result of the geometry of a closed acoustic space. This results in highly position-dependent frequency responses and consequently, measurement position dependent equalization, as highlighted in detail in [7].

Although severe room-mode issues are avoided in the averaged response, they still exist at individual locations and will remain uncorrected. Response averaging, therefore, does little to reduce spatial variance and only leads to the average frequency response matching the target equalization curve. This is demonstrated in [9] and is also highlighted in [1, 2]. There is no published solution to address these issues for B-chains.

The question is, however, whether room-modes are actually an issue. A detailed analysis is required. Taking the two topologies of a commercial cinema and dubbing theater into consideration will define the frequency band over which their respective modal regions must be addressed. Using Eq. (1.2) along with the average low-frequency \( RT_{60} \) values (63 Hz and 125 Hz bands, over all relevant venues) of 1.5 s for the commercial cinema and 0.44 s for the dubbing theater [6], the Schroeder frequencies can be calculated (although it is noted that some dubbing theaters now have \( RT_{60} \) values closer to the 0.2 s region).

The commercial cinema and dubbing theater have (theoretical) Schroeder frequencies of 33.3 Hz and 37.9 Hz, respectively. As human hearing is insensitive to narrow anomalies in this very low-frequency range [19], it can be deduced that room-modes are not a central issue.

The chief cause of spatio-temporal variance in the low-frequency band, therefore, is comb-filtering between direct sounds from loudspeakers and low-order reflections. Previous publications addressing low-frequency issues clearly state that comb-filtering correction should not be attempted [14], which is correct when using either one-third-octave band graphic or parametric equalizers.
Comb-filtering also occurs due to the shifting nature of the acoustic center at low-frequencies [15]. While this is an important issue to consider, it is not directly addressed in this research because this effect is more severe outside of the defined subwoofer range. The inspected configurations place subwoofer front baffles a maximum of 0.4 m away from the nearest boundary. Assuming an average acoustic center shift of 0.3 m in front of the drive unit, then the distance between the direct and virtual sources becomes 1.4 m. Cancellation occurs around the frequency with a half wavelength corresponding to this distance, which in this case equals 122.5 Hz.

A range of well-informed low-frequency system calibration approaches exist where comb-filtering is addressed (including the effects of the shifting acoustic center). These approaches are explored in Sec. 4.

1.2 Variance Quantification

In order to adequately address the low-frequency issue, variance must be quantified in some way, but this appears to be largely absent from published standards and recommendations [3, 4].

One metric commonly used in low-frequency research is known as spatial variance [16]. Spatial variance takes into consideration a range of frequency responses measured at numerous points across a wide listening area, determines the mean frequency response, and then enumerates on average how much each individual frequency response differs from the ensemble mean. This is performed at each frequency bin and an average value is obtained (Eq. (1.3)) [16].

\[
SV = \frac{1}{N_f} \sum_{i=f_{i0}}^{f_u} \left[ \frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{p=1}^{N_p} (L_p(p,i) - \bar{L}_p(i))^2 \right] \quad (1.3)
\]

where, spatial variance (SV, in dB) is calculated based on the number of frequency bins analyzed (\(N_f\)), the frequency range (\(f_{i0}\) to \(f_u\)) using linearly-spaced frequency bins in this work, the number of measurement points (\(N_p\)), the sound pressure level at point \(p\) and frequency \(i\) (\(L_p(p,i)\)), and the mean sound pressure level across all measurement points at frequency \(i\) (\(\bar{L}_p(i)\)).

Spatial variance is not the only available metric to quantify the low-frequency performance of a sound reproduction system. Mean output level (MOL) is of interest as it provides a good indicator of overall efficiency. MOL probes the sound pressure level at each listening location taken over all frequency bins to give an average level over the audience area (Eq. (1.4)) [17].

\[
MOL = \frac{1}{N_f N_p} \sum_{i=f_{i0}}^{f_u} \sum_{p=1}^{N_p} L_p(p,i) \quad (1.4)
\]

Consequently, for any calibration method to be deemed acceptable, it is important that the MOL is not significantly compromised.

Additionally, it has been shown that the transient response related to low-frequency reproduction must be controlled to avoid transient coloration [47]. A metric previously proposed for this function is known as phase variance (PV) [11]. As this metric was developed specifically for small room sound reproduction, further work is required to devise an equivalent large room metric.

Variance of spatial average (VSA) is also of interest as it provides a measure of magnitude response flatness, especially for systems that have no access to global equalization [17]. However, because this paper assumes B-chain equalization, VSA is of less interest.

Although it could be considered expedient to employ a combination of temporal and spectral metrics to examine spatio-temporal accuracy, in order to lower the number of experimental parameters, this research focuses primarily on spatial variance to quantify the variability of the low-frequency response across the seating areas in the example listening spaces. However, because of the importance of maintaining system efficiency, MOL is examined in Sec. 4.5.

1.3 Loudspeaker Layout Calibration Effectiveness

In studying multi-loudspeaker systems, it can be instructive to inspect the so-called loudspeaker layout coupling factor (LCF) of various system configurations. This will give a reasonable estimate of the orthogonality of each loudspeaker’s response, whereby a lower LCF indicates that each loudspeaker operates more independently within the calibration system.

The method developed for this purpose centers around each loudspeaker position’s modal distribution function (MDF), which is calculated using Eq. (1.5) [18].

\[
\Psi_{x,y,z}(s, \eta_x, \eta_y, \eta_z) = \cos \left( \frac{\eta_x \pi x}{L_x} \right) \cos \left( \frac{\eta_y \pi y}{L_y} \right) \cos \left( \frac{\eta_z \pi z}{L_z} \right) \quad (1.5)
\]

where \(\Psi_{x,y,z}\) is the MDF for a source, \(s\), located at coordinates (\(x, y, z\)), \(\eta_x\), \(\eta_y\), and \(\eta_z\) are the modal indices for the room resonance under inspection, and \(L_x\), \(L_y\) and \(L_z\) are the room dimensions (in meters).

The magnitude of an MDF can range from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates no coupling to a room resonance while 1 indicates maximal coupling.

It may appear counterintuitive to examine modal distributions considering the discussion in Sec. 1.1, where it was shown that room-modes will be sufficiently spatially and spectrally dense to be undetectable. Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that although the perception of discrete room-modes may not be possible, the room-modes still exist and contribute to the overall low-frequency room response.

Room resonances were calculated up to 150 Hz for this work; as although resonances around this upper limit are beyond the identified subwoofer band, they may nevertheless exhibit a low-Q resonance, and thus extend down into the subwoofer band.

The MDF was calculated for each resonance and then the LCF was calculated for a given configuration using
Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7). These equations calculate the mean MDF value over all sound sources and resonances within the frequency band of interest. The mean is converted onto a logarithmic scale for ease of interpretation. The method of calculation follows that used for mean output level in [16], whereby a value is obtained by taking a mean over multiple parameters.

$$\text{LCF} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{1}{N_f N_s} \sum \psi \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.6)

$$\sum \psi = \sum \sum \sum \sum \psi_{x,y,z} (s, \eta_x, \eta_y, \eta_z)$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.7)

where \(N_f\) is the number of room resonances analyzed, \(N_s\) is the number of loudspeakers in the system, \(N_1\) and \(N_2\) set the range of modal indices to inspect and \(s\) represents the source currently under inspection. In this instance, \(N_1\) and \(N_2\) were set to 0 and 25, respectively. Within the calculation, if the resonant frequency is outside the frequency band of interest, that specific MDF is not included in the summation.

The LCF calculation assumes all loudspeakers can reproduce low-frequencies with equal efficiency, so deviations are expected in comparing predictions to experimental data. For the purpose of cinema B-chains, this is not a significant issue, as the 2010 SMPTE standard [3] states that the screen and surround channels should be capable of producing at least –9 dB at 31.5 Hz, meaning that all loudspeakers in the B-chain should be capable of reproducing low-frequency content at sufficient levels to influence the overall system response.

Despite this approximation, LCF remains a good indicator of calibration effectiveness for a given loudspeaker layout. System designers should aim for a low LCF to ensure the system gains maximum benefit from any calibration procedures in use.

1.4 Psychoacoustical Considerations

Considering the various available metrics used to objectively quantify the uniformity and accuracy of low-frequency sound reproduction, it is important to consider how closely these metrics relate to perception at low frequencies. While measurements may indicate a resonance or an anti-resonance in the low-frequency response, if this is undetectable by the human ear it should not be a problem.

Previous investigations into the detection of low-frequency resonances and anti-resonances reveal some important findings [19]. First, if the Q of a resonance doubles, the detection threshold increases by around 3 dB, meaning that very narrow low-frequency resonances are more difficult to detect. If the Q of a resonance is low (around Q = 1), then the detection thresholds are largely independent of center frequency. For mid- to high-Q resonances, detection decreases by 0.5 dB to 2 dB per octave decrease. Only for mid- to high-Q values does the detection of resonances and anti-resonances differ. In these cases the anti-resonances (notches) become much harder to detect.

Last, and potentially most important to this work, is that signal type plays a central role in the detection of resonances. Detection of high-Q resonances was found to be easier when the source signal was pulsed rather than continuous pink noise [19]. This means that for real program material (which will likely have considerable transient content), high-Q resonances will be more noticeable than for steady-state noise-like signals.

These findings support the assertion that the use of one-third-octave analysis and equalization is inappropriate over any frequency range since it is not (as is often believed) in line with human perception of complex sounds [5]. Indeed, smoothing the frequency response to this extent is likely to cause anomalies in the response to be overlooked. These findings are critical to keep in mind when examining the objective results presented later in this paper.

An area often overlooked when dealing with low-frequency reproduction is whether multichannel reproduction is desirable in the low-frequency band. Recent research highlights how previous experiments into the perception of low-frequency directionality give conflicting results [20]. An emerging theory of low-frequency localization in closed spaces surmises that low-frequency localizability depends on room dimensions, source and listener location, and source signal characteristics [20]. Ultimately, this implies that a catch-all statement regarding low-frequency localization cannot be made, and so the issue must be inspected on a case-by-case basis.

What this recent research has not addressed, however, is whether low-frequency directionality is important in the context of a full-range signal. Other published work indicates that incorrect low-frequency localization cues may conflict with the (potentially) correct high-frequency cues, resulting in a degraded sound image [21]. While this may indicate that all loudspeakers in a surround system should be full-range to ensure accurate sound imaging, work is still ongoing towards a definitive conclusion. Consequently, in this current work, it will be assumed that multichannel low-frequency sound reproduction is not essential in regards to localization. Indeed, the LFE (low-frequency effects) channel in conventional digital cinemas is mono.

Further research has been reported on the perceptibility of stereo low-frequency reproduction in a live-sound reinforcement system [22]. While there was no statistically significant effect switching between mono and stereo low-frequency reproduction, what did occur was a noticeable reduction in variance of the magnitude response across the audience area (using measurements and listening tests).

This can be attributed to the decorrelation of left and right channels in a stereo system, whereas a mono signal driving all subwoofers results in correlated signals. The correlated acoustic signals cause position-dependent interference patterns, thus increasing variance. This effect has been recognized by researchers focusing on B-chain calibration in terms of surround channel interference in the form of comb-filtering [23], but it has not been noted that its subjective effect is of any consequence (at higher frequencies).

The effect of signal decorrelation has also been recognized by researchers looking into auditory spatial imagery [24–26]. In each investigation the decorrelated subwoofer
signal increased the potential control of spatial imagery in small-sized rooms. When considering the surround effects required in cinema sound, the additional control and accuracy provided by low-frequency signal decorrelation when utilizing multiple independent low-frequency loudspeakers is quite important. Further research, however, must be carried out to inspect the validity of this effect in large spaces such as cinemas.

However, even if multichannel low-frequency sound reproduction is unessential for sound imaging purposes, it is advantageous for sound reproduction uniformity within the low-frequency band. This is a fact that should be kept in mind when designing any new B-chain calibration strategy.

2 VENUE CHARACTERISTICS

The physical properties of the two spaces to be assessed were chosen by taking the average dimensions and reverberation times of the commercial cinemas and dubbing theaters studied in a recently published SMPTE report [6]. Reverberation times of 1.50 s and 0.44 s (commercial cinema and dubbing theater, respectively, which were taken from the 63 Hz and 125 Hz octave band average RT$_{60}$ measurements in [6]) were used to calculate average absorption coefficients using Eq. (2.1) [10].

$$RT_{60}(f) = \frac{0.161V}{S\alpha(f)}$$

(2.1)

where $RT_{60}(f)$ is the reverberation time (s) at frequency, $f$ (Hz), which is calculated using the room volume ($V$, in m$^3$), surface area ($S$, in m$^2$), and average absorption coefficient ($\alpha$). The chosen properties for the commercial cinema and dubbing theater under inspection are given in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Commercial cinema</th>
<th>Dubbing theater</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length, $L_x$</td>
<td>27.0 m</td>
<td>17.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width, $L_y$</td>
<td>20.0 m</td>
<td>12.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, $L_z$</td>
<td>10.0 m</td>
<td>6.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption, $\alpha$</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT$_{60}$</td>
<td>1.50 s</td>
<td>0.44 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1 Screen Channels (L, C, R)

Screen channels are typically considered the most important loudspeakers in the B-chain. The current SMPTE standard states that these channels should have a low-frequency roll-off gently beginning at 50 Hz [3]. Measurements over multiple venues, however, show screen channels deviate significantly from the standard, where it is common to measure a roll-off around 30 to 40 Hz and, in some cases, an extension down to 20 Hz [6].

In this research, the crossover points of 50 Hz and 40 Hz are implemented for the tight and semi-relaxed/relaxed B-chains, respectively. These properties demonstrate the difference between systems perfectly in line with standards and those that are not [6].

2.1.2 Surround Channels (SL, SR)

The current standards for surround channel performance indicate that they should follow the characteristics of the screen channels [3]. Experimental data shows that in reality, surround channels typically exhibit a roll-off anywhere between 30 Hz and 60 Hz, but there is extremely poor consistency across venues [6]. It is essential to apply delay to the surround channels so that no matter where an individual is located within a cinema or dubbing theater, the screen channel signals will arrive prior to the surround channels. This avoids distraction away from the screen.

Surround channel crossover points were chosen as 125 Hz, 60 Hz, and 50 Hz for tight, semi-relaxed, and relaxed B-chains, respectively. The 50/60 Hz crossover for the relaxed/semi-relaxed systems are based on manufacturer recommendations [27, 28], and although this is not in agreement with the current standard [3], it helps to highlight the advantages of using surround loudspeakers that are capable of reproducing lower frequencies. No signal delay was applied in this work because the highlighted calibration strategies operate regardless of additional system processing.

2.1.3 Subwoofers (LFE)

It is essential that the function of the subwoofers in B-chains is clearly defined in this work. The acronym LFE has been used regarding the B-chain for many years, but it has two possible meanings. For modern digital B-chains, LFE stands for the low-frequency effects channel. This is a separately mixed channel (the “.1” in surround sound configurations). For older analog B-chains LFE stands for low-frequency extension. In these systems, the LFE is used to extend the low-frequency sound reproduction capabil-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Tight</th>
<th>Semi-relaxed</th>
<th>Relaxed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L, C, R</td>
<td>50 Hz (4)</td>
<td>40 Hz (4)</td>
<td>40 Hz (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL, SR</td>
<td>125 Hz (4)</td>
<td>60 Hz (4)</td>
<td>50 Hz (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFE</td>
<td>125 Hz (6)</td>
<td>125 Hz (2)</td>
<td>125 Hz (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The work assumes that modern digital B-chains are employed, therefore LFE stands for low-frequency effects channel.

In practice it is not uncommon for the sound mixers on films to place content from the LFE into the screen and surround channels to achieve more impact. This work treats the B-chain under this premise; all loudspeakers within the B-chain are considered available for any required low-frequency sound reproduction. If the ideas stemming from this research are implemented in practice, it must be understood that some form of post-processing may be required to properly route low-frequency content to the necessary loudspeakers without corrupting the sound designer’s artistic intent.

Current standards indicate that the subwoofer should be capable of reproducing sound between 20 Hz and 125 Hz, ±3 dB with a sharp roll off above that [3, 4, 27, 28] (it is also noted that signal content may extend down to 5 Hz [3]). The crossover point was therefore set to 125 Hz, with the semi-relaxed and relaxed B-chains exhibiting a much more gradual roll-off than that of the tight B-chain.

On the subject of inter-channel delay, there is currently no standardized fixed-time relationship between the screen/surround channels and the LFE channel. This research does not address the issue of delay, but it must be emphasized that the strategies detailed here will operate regardless of inter-channel delay.

There also remains the question of the LFE level calibration. Should B-chains be calibrated for uniform LFE level throughout a venue or should they target natural level attention with distance (as naturally occurs with the screen channels)? This topic is not addressed in this work but must be considered in any new B-chain calibration standards and recommendations.

2.1.4 Loudspeaker Configuration

Twelve system configurations were chosen. The first six consist only of LFE subwoofers while the last six repeat the subwoofer configurations, but with the addition of the screen (L, C, R) and surround (SL, SR) channels. The configurations under inspection are shown in Fig. 2.1, whereby screen, surround, and subwoofer units are indicated by squares, diamonds, and circles, respectively. An 81-point listening grid is included, with measurement points indicated with crosses.

The 9×9 grid is centered at (16 m, 10 m) and (10 m, 6 m) in the commercial cinema and dubbing theater respectively. The x- and y-dimension grid point spacing was set with Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). Tables 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 indicate the positions of the non-LFE and LFE sources in both venues.

\[ dx = \frac{L_x}{S_p G_x} \]  
\[ dy = \frac{L_y}{S_p G_y} \]

where the x-dimension spacing \( dx \) is determined by the room length, \( L_x \) (m), and the grid length, \( G_x \) (in measurement points), while the y-dimension spacing, \( dy \) (m), is determined by the room width, \( L_y \) (m), and grid width, \( G_y \) (in measurement points). The grid length and width are both nine points long in this instance. The spacing constant, \( S_p \), in both denominators must be greater than one to avoid grid points being placed exactly on side walls or too close to the front or rear of the room. The higher the constant, the tighter is the grid spacing. \( S_p \) was set to 1.2 for this work. In the commercial cinema, grid points were spaced by 2.5 m and 1.9 m in the x- and y-dimensions, respectively. In the dubbing theater, grid points were spaced at 1.6 m and 1.1 m in the x- and y-dimensions, respectively.

The screen and surround channels have a height of 6.6 m and 4.5 m, respectively. Subwoofers were placed on the

Fig. 2.1. Configurations under examination (squares = L, C, R, diamonds = SL/SR, circles = LFE and crosses = listening grid points).
Table 2.3. Non-LFE loudspeaker positions used for configurations 7 – 12, as shown in Fig. 2.1 (all positions given in meters)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Commercial cinema</th>
<th>Dubbing theater</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>(0.4, 3.0, 6.6)</td>
<td>(0.3, 1.8, 4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>(0.4, 10.0, 6.6)</td>
<td>(0.3, 6.0, 4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>(0.4, 17.0, 6.6)</td>
<td>(0.3, 10.2, 4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL 1</td>
<td>(11.0, 0.4, 4.5)</td>
<td>(6.9, 0.3, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL 2</td>
<td>(15.0, 0.4, 4.5)</td>
<td>(9.4, 0.3, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL 3</td>
<td>(19.0, 0.4, 4.5)</td>
<td>(12.0, 0.3, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL 4</td>
<td>(23.0, 0.4, 4.5)</td>
<td>(14.5, 0.3, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL 5</td>
<td>(26.6, 4.0, 4.5)</td>
<td>(16.8, 2.4, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL 6</td>
<td>(26.6, 8.0, 4.5)</td>
<td>(16.8, 4.8, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR 1</td>
<td>(11.0, 19.6, 4.5)</td>
<td>(6.9, 11.8, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR 2</td>
<td>(15.0, 19.6, 4.5)</td>
<td>(9.4, 11.8, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR 3</td>
<td>(19.0, 19.6, 4.5)</td>
<td>(12.0, 11.8, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR 4</td>
<td>(23.0, 19.6, 4.5)</td>
<td>(14.5, 11.8, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR 5</td>
<td>(26.6, 16.0, 4.5)</td>
<td>(16.8, 9.6, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR 6</td>
<td>(26.6, 12.0, 4.5)</td>
<td>(16.8, 7.2, 2.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4. LFE loudspeaker positions used in the commercial cinema for the configurations shown in Fig. 2.1 (all positions given in meters, LFE height = 0.4 m)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>LFE 1</th>
<th>LFE 2</th>
<th>LFE 3</th>
<th>LFE 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 7</td>
<td>(0.4, 1.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 8</td>
<td>(0.4, 5.4)</td>
<td>(0.4, 14.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 9</td>
<td>(0.4, 6.8)</td>
<td>(0.4, 16.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, 10</td>
<td>(0.4, 1.0)</td>
<td>(0.4, 7.0)</td>
<td>(0.4, 13.0)</td>
<td>(0.4, 19.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, 11</td>
<td>(0.4, 7.0)</td>
<td>(0.4, 9.0)</td>
<td>(0.4, 11.0)</td>
<td>(0.4, 13.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6, 12</td>
<td>(0.4, 5.0)</td>
<td>(0.4, 15.0)</td>
<td>(5.0, 0.4)</td>
<td>(5.0, 19.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5. LFE loudspeaker positions used in the dubbing theater for the configurations shown in Fig. 2.1 (all positions given in meters, LFE height = 0.4 m)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>LFE 1</th>
<th>LFE 2</th>
<th>LFE 3</th>
<th>LFE 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 7</td>
<td>(0.3, 6.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 8</td>
<td>(0.3, 3.2)</td>
<td>(0.3, 8.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 9</td>
<td>(0.3, 4.1)</td>
<td>(0.3, 9.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, 10</td>
<td>(0.3, 0.6)</td>
<td>(0.3, 4.2)</td>
<td>(0.3, 7.8)</td>
<td>(0.3, 11.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, 11</td>
<td>(0.3, 4.2)</td>
<td>(0.3, 5.4)</td>
<td>(0.3, 6.6)</td>
<td>(0.3, 7.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6, 12</td>
<td>(0.3, 3.0)</td>
<td>(0.3, 9.0)</td>
<td>(3.2, 0.3)</td>
<td>(3.2, 11.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This additional configuration highlights the effect of listening area size on the effectiveness of calibration strategies.

The LCFs for the commercial cinema and dubbing theater under examination were calculated for each loudspeaker configuration using Eqs.(1.6) and (1.7) and are shown in Fig. 2.2.

As expected, a single central subwoofer (Configuration 1) has the highest LCF. If the subwoofer was moved to a room corner (on the floor), the LCF would equal 0 dB, indicating maximum coupling to all room resonances. As more sources are added and distributed further apart (moving from Configurations 1 to 6) LCF decreases, indicating more effective degrees of freedom available for system calibration.

Configurations 7 to 12 are shown in Fig. 2.2 as dotted lines. The additional 15 loudspeakers dramatically reduce the LCF, providing a significant increase in calibration capability.

3 CURRENT CALIBRATION STRATEGIES

The bulk of published literature on B-chain calibration recommends using one-third-octave real-time analysis (RTA) with a graphic or parametric equalizer used to implement corrections. The current calibration procedure recommends a centrally-located measurement point, positioned two-thirds of the room length away from the screen. In some situations, multiple measurement points are used to estimate a spatially-averaged response, but there is no well-defined standard for this process [5].
3.1 Single-Point Equalization

The focus of any calibration strategy must be to minimize variance across a seating area. Configuration 1 (tight B-chain) in the commercial cinema detailed in Sec. 2.1.4 was modeled using a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) acoustic simulation toolbox [29] with a grid point spacing of 0.4 m and an 11th order MLS signal with a sample rate of 1.486 kHz (calculated to avoid spectral and spatial aliasing [9]).

The frequency responses at all 81 points are plotted in Fig. 3.1 along with the calculated spatial variance. The smoothed responses (with 1/12 octave smoothing) are also presented and are used exclusively for the duration of this paper as the smoothed responses are a better approximation of human hearing [5].

Clearly there is severe spatial variance with this configuration, resulting in highly position-dependent listening experiences. The existing calibration strategies using a single-channel graphic, one-third octave band graphic, or parametric equalizer can now be tested. An idealized case is examined here, whereby an inverse filter is generated based on the complex frequency response at a single measurement point [30]. The single-point equalization method results are shown in Fig. 3.2 with the target measurement point indicated by the thick black line.

While this is a much more precise form of equalization than is available using a one-third octave band equalizer, it demonstrates the central issue with single-point correction. The target point indeed shows a perfectly flat frequency response, however the other 80 measurement locations are equally poor as before, with the exception of flattening of the response below 20 Hz. In reality, this would not occur since the acoustic model assumes an ideal loudspeaker, where this form of equalization can be introduced without risking damage to the drive unit. Critically, spatial variance is unchanged, so this approach to B-chain calibration provides no benefit to the low-frequency response.

3.2 Spatially-Averaged Response Equalization

Similarly, a spatially-averaged response measurement strategy can be modeled. Recently published research [7] provides an in-depth look into the effect of a number of measurement locations and their placement on the effectiveness of spatially-averaged response equalization. The results show that only eight carefully chosen measurement locations are required to generate an average response within 4 dB to 6 dB of the system response across the audience area. Particular emphasis is placed on the issue of measurement location choice, as accidentally choosing particularly poor measurement points will indicate that much more equalization is required than may actually be necessary. The work also notes that the additional effort required when using more than eight measurement points is likely to outweigh any benefits.

In the case being described in this paper, to fully sample the listening area, the frequency response at each of the 81 measurement locations is taken. The responses are then averaged to generate an inverse filter (Fig. 3.3).
Fig 3.4. Spatial variance (SV) calculations for each B-chain configuration, as detailed in Fig. 2.1.

As with the single-point method, however, this calibration strategy provides no reduction in spatial variance, although it can provide greater overall response “flatness” using global B-chain equalization. Additionally, as mentioned in [7], measuring 81 points within the listening area can be a very long process in practice and is likely to be impractical for a reasonable calibration procedure.

3.3 Physical Configuration

As a further option, subwoofer placements can be inspected to determine if they provide any significant reduction in spatial variance across the listening area. All 12 configurations detailed in Fig. 2.1 were modeled to determine their respective spatial variances (Fig. 3.4). All B-chains were tested in the commercial cinema and dubbing theater simulation models.

Regardless of the configuration or B-chain properties, there is little change in spatial variance. The data indicates, however, that spatial variance over the large areas slightly decreases when allowing for low-frequency content in the screen and surround loudspeakers (configurations 7 to 12). This must be kept in mind to develop an effective calibration strategy.

Systems calibrated with any of the above-mentioned techniques will suffer from roughly (or exactly, in some cases) the same spatial variance as with an uncorrected system. If the goal for B-chain sound reproduction in the low-frequency band is to achieve an even response across an entire seating area, then a more informed approach must be adopted.

4 IMPROVED CALIBRATION STRATEGIES

Considering the analysis presented in the preceding three sections, it is clear that existing calibration strategies incorrectly address the issue of spatial variance in the low-frequency band. An effective and robust strategy is required that adequately minimizes spatial variance while being simple enough to implement and maintain by a moderately-competent local technician.

4.1 Optimization Algorithms

Low-frequency optimization in rooms is a challenge that has been the focus of a large amount of research for many years. There exist numerous approaches to spatial variance minimization (largely targeted for home-cinema applications, but are often applicable to large-scale venues) that typically achieve their results through the application of least mean squares (LMS) based optimization algorithms, including a series of frequency response measurements taken from across the listening area [31–35]. Other methods use loudspeaker polar response control in order to avoid room-mode buildup along certain dimensions and to focus the sound energy towards the listeners [12, 36, 37].

It would be excessive and unnecessary to investigate each of these methods within this work. The polar response control methods will be left aside, as they are typically targeted at small-room systems (although the frequency-dependent polar response of certain advanced techniques may be worth future consideration [9, 37]), but it is worthwhile to investigate the usefulness of an optimization routine for B-chain calibration.

The technique selected to highlight the effectiveness of system optimization is a chameleon subwoofer array (CSA), as described in [9]. This approach takes multiple complex frequency response measurements across a listening area and constructs a set of correction filters based on the spacing of measurement points, subwoofer capabilities, and the acoustical characteristics of the room. Although the original CSA algorithm is designed to operate using so-called hybrid subwoofers (multi-drive unit devices), it has been shown that the algorithm can be applied to conventional subwoofers [38], which is the focus in this work.

Rather than targeting a flat response, the CSA algorithm targets the spatially-averaged response across the listening area, as it has been argued that people are accustomed to listening to room characteristics and a maximally-flat response may sound unnatural [39]. Whether this is the case or not in cinemas is beside the point, as the CSA system can be reconfigured to target a flat response, if necessary, although this may impact upon system efficiency [9].

As an example of this approach, CSA calibration was applied to configuration 12 from Fig. 2.1. This configuration was chosen as CSAs are highly effective due to maximally-spaced sources (~36.19 dB LCF for this configuration). Tight B-chain characteristics were maintained, meaning that the screen and surround channels could partially contribute to sound reproduction in the low-frequency band (20 Hz to 125 Hz targeted in this case). The inclusion of all available loudspeakers provides additional degrees of freedom facilitating greater spatial variance reduction across a wide seating area (Fig. 4.1).

It is important to note the effective upper frequency limit of CSA processing. This is defined by the largest dimension...
of the space and the mean listener point inter-spacing (Eq. (4.1)) [9].

\[ f_H = \frac{c S_p \max(G_x, G_y)}{2 L_x} \]  

(4.1)

where, the effective upper frequency limit, \( f_H \) (Hz), is defined by the speed of sound, \( c \) (m/s), the listening point spacing ratio, \( S_p \) (1.2 in this case), the maximum dimension of the listening grid, \( \max(G_x, G_y) \) (in measurement points, 9 in this case since the measurement grid is a 9x9 rectangle), and the largest dimension of the space, \( L_x \) (m). The spacing ratio, \( S_p \), is used to determine measurement point spacing, \( dx \) and \( dy \), as previously highlighted in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) in Sec. 2.1.4 [9].

Applying the largest spatial dimension of the commercial cinema (27 m) and the dubbing theater (17 m) results in effective upper frequency limits for CSA correction of 68.6 Hz and 109 Hz, respectively. Above these frequencies, the system runs the risk of spatial aliasing, thus reducing the accuracy of the calibration strategy. This is essential to keep in mind when examining the full results later (Sec. 4.5).

Additionally, it is important to note the calibration performance of CSAs at non-measurement points. This was studied extensively in [9], where it was found that provided measurement point spacing is not wide enough to cause spatial aliasing (points must be placed no further apart than half a wavelength of the highest frequency of interest), non-measurement points within the defined listening area equally benefit from CSA calibration.

Upon inspection of the responses following CSA calibration, it is clear there is significant reduction in spatial variance. Again, because this model assumes an ideal loudspeaker, the low frequency range below 20 Hz shows a significant boost. In reality this would not be the case but neither would it be necessary in practice.

While the CSA approach is highlighted here, there exist numerous optimization algorithms that are candidates for use as a B-chain calibration strategy. However, it must be emphasized that a more uniform spatio-temporal response across a wide area is achievable providing a sufficient number of measurements are taken and the system is configured to send low-frequency content (including the LFE channel) to all loudspeakers, regardless of their low-frequency reproduction capabilities. Critically, each channel requires bespoke low-frequency signal processing rather than just a single equalizer common to all loudspeakers.

### 4.2 Diffuse Signal Processing

Optimization algorithms can offer significant levels of spatial variance reduction while simultaneously providing control of the overall frequency response of a system. The drawback to these systems, however, is that they require calibration. As B-chains in cinemas are likely to be calibrated, or at least maintained, by local technicians, there is a danger of incorrect implementation of the optimization algorithm or the system drifting out of calibration, resulting in sub-optimal performance. This problem can be avoided by incorporating a process capable of addressing low-frequency variance but without the need for bespoke calibration.

Diffuse signal processing (DiSP) was first described in [40] as a means of avoiding interference between correlated acoustic signals emanating from arrays of distributed mode loudspeakers (DMLs). The work alludes to the idea of using DiSP for non-DML applications, such as for the control of low-frequency sound reproduction in order to reduce spatial variance.

DiSP operates by using multiple temporally diffuse impulses (TDIs). TDIs consist of an initial impulse followed by a rapid envelope decay whereby the decay segment is noise-like in nature [40]. A unique TDI is generated for each individual loudspeaker in a system, to facilitate significant signal decorrelation and thus reduce coherent interference. DiSP should therefore result in lower variance. This idea is a logical extension of the work discussed in [22], where it was found that (depending on the signals) stereo low-frequency sound reproduction provides moderate signal decorrelation, reducing sound energy nulls within a seating area.

The central issue in TDI generation is to avoid perceptible signal coloration. This work utilizes phase noise generated with a triangular probability density function along with linear coefficient interpolation, as described in [40]. As an example, the generated TDIs are 512 samples in length (1.486 kHz sample rate), the random phase values were restricted to \( \pm 1.40 \pi \) and the frequency-dependent decay times ranged from 50 to 100 ms (highest to lowest frequency). The final TDIs were generated by taking the average of eight intermediate TDIs, so as to smooth any sharp anomalies within the impulses and aid statistical similarity. A full mathematical description of this specific TDI generation process can be found in [40].

Upon inspection of one of the generated TDIs, it is clear that the initial impulse is followed by a decaying low-level noise signal (Fig. 4.2a). This is due to the phase randomization of the TDI with its characteristic frequency-dependent decay times. Summation of all 19 loudspeaker TDIs highlights the decorrelative nature of the TDI generation process, as the initial impulses (direct signal) sum constructively, while the diffuse portions of the impulse responses do not, thus fading into the noise floor (Fig. 4.2b).
Fig. 4.2. (a) Example TDI (b) Summation of the 19 loudspeaker TDI (c) Magnitude response of the summed TDIs (gray = unsmoothed, dotted line = smoothed, solid line = smoothed with re-equalization).

The smoothed magnitude response of the summed impulses shows a flat response after the minimum-phase components have been equalized (Fig. 4.2c).

Similar signal decorrelation methods have been previously researched [41, 42]. These methods are similar to DiSP in that they apply a form of all-pass filter to apply random frequency-dependent phase shifts to an input signal. Where these methods differ from DiSP is that they operate using a frequency-independent decay of the decorrelation filter impulse response. This delay is typically around 20 ms, whereby it is noted that a longer decay would result in signal coloration [42]. However, when dealing with low-frequency signals, a decay limit of 20 ms does not allow for adequate phase shifts. This is a strength of the DiSP approach: a frequency-dependent decay is applied to allow for larger phase shifts (if needed) at very low frequencies [40].

It is for this reason that DiSP was chosen as the method for signal decorrelation in this work.

The 19 TDIs (for 3 screen channels, 12 surround channels, and 4 subwoofers) were applied to the MLS signal in the FDTD model and simulated. Configuration 12 was chosen as an example, as the subwoofers are widely spaced, allowing for high natural decorrelation of the radiated signals (Fig. 4.3), as highlighted by its LCF of –36.19 dB, one of the lowest of any tested configuration.

Inspection of the unsmoothed frequency responses highlights the nature of how TDIs operate. They create a noise-like frequency response, due to the phase noise, resulting in sharp notches. After smoothing, these narrow notches are removed (in line with perception), resulting in a smoother set of responses. The smoothed responses in this case show a 20.26% reduction in spatial variance. This example highlights the potential for DiSP use within B-chains, to allow for variance reduction without the need for calibration by local technicians.

The example presented here is meant as proof of concept. Further work must be carried out to optimize the set of TDIs for maximum effectiveness and to achieve minimum perceptible signal coloration.

4.3 Hybrid Approach

The lack of required calibration for the DiSP strategy allows for a straightforward integration into existing systems. Building upon the independent investigations of the CSA and DiSP strategies, the two were combined to form a hybrid correction approach.
DiSP processing was applied during the CSA calibration routine, which in theory should allow for further source-to-source decorrelation, moving the system closer to exhibiting independent degrees of freedom. The resulting performance was analyzed once again using configuration 12 from Fig. 2.1, with the resulting frequency responses shown in Fig. 4.4.

The addition of DiSP to the CSA correction strategy further decreases the spatial variance over the 81-point listening grid by around 0.5 dB. While not a substantial improvement for this configuration, the full results shown later, in Fig. 4.8, indicate that when utilizing less-strict system properties, the improvement due to the hybrid approach is much more pronounced.

### 4.4 Experimental Validation

The diffuse signal processing (DiSP) calibration approach has not been previously experimentally verified. This section presents experimental validation of DiSP for use in B-chain calibration. The chameleon subwoofer array (CSA) calibration approach has been demonstrated experimentally in previously published research [9, 38] and will not be re-examined here.

A system consisting of 3 screen (L, C, R), 2 LFE, and 6 surround loudspeakers was configured as shown in Fig. 4.5 in an 11.6 m x 10.6 m x 9.1 m space. Vertical distance to the centers of the left, center, right, surround, and LFE channels were 1.4 m, 1.0 m, 1.4 m, 1.3 m, and 0.6 m, respectively.

A 28-point measurement grid was arranged in four rows of seven, with measurement point spacing of 1.15 m and 1.10 m in the x- and y-dimensions, respectively. This spacing was chosen to avoid spatial aliasing in the measurements of the listening area. This corresponds to an upper analysis limit of 149 Hz (x-dimension) and 156 Hz (y-dimension), which adequately covers the defined LFE range in this work (20 to 125 Hz).

All measurements were taken at a height of 0.8 m. As standard B-chains call for loudspeakers to be sufficiently above listeners’ heads, this lower measurement height was chosen to maintain the required relationship.

The screen loudspeakers were positioned away from the front wall due to large equipment stored in the front of the test area. This equipment was sectioned off using heavy drapery suspended from the ceiling.

TDIs were generated (as detailed in Sec. 4.2) using a triangular probability density function (PDF), 1.4 phase weighting, and time constants (controlling the frequency-dependent decay of the TDI) of 200 ms (for 20 Hz) and 15 ms (for 125 Hz). A TDI was generated for each loudspeaker (11 in total), with 8 intermediate TDIs averaged to form the final TDI.

Measurements were taken using a Clio FW-01 interface, running Clio 10 software and an Audiomatica MIC-01 measurement microphone [43]. Ten seconds of pink noise (48 kHz, 24 bit) was convolved with each loudspeaker’s TDI and the resulting files were played back using Reaper [44], running into a Behringer X32 mixing console [45]. Each input was directly routed to the corresponding output of the console.

The system was first examined with only the LFE units active (two laterally positioned subwoofers, in this case). A transfer function was calculated from the measurements and the raw pink noise signal using Clio, where each measurement was plotted as a separate trace on the same figure (Fig. 4.6). Spatial variance was calculated from this data, following the procedure detailed in Sec. 1.2, showing a spatial variance reduction from 4.20 dB to 3.75 dB (a reduction of 11%).

Restricting the low-frequency calibration to only two independent channels will not result in significant reduction in spatial variance. Furthermore, the LCF for this configuration is –21.7 dB, which is only slightly lower than configuration 2 (2 subwoofers at the front of the room) from the modeled venues. The modeled configuration exhibited a spatial variance reduction of 10.800%. This is in good agreement with the measured spatial variance reduction of 10.607%. 
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Fig. 4.6. 28-point measurement grid transfer functions from the subwoofer-only experiment for the original system (top) and the DiSP system (bottom).

Fig. 4.7. 28-point measurement grid transfer functions from the full 11-loudspeaker system experiment for the original system (top) and the DiSP system (bottom).

The experimental system was then expanded to include all screen, surround, and LFE loudspeakers. Examining the loudspeaker layout gives an LCF of –37.4 dB, which is in agreement with the modeled configuration 12 (consisting of a similar loudspeaker layout). By this measure, the experimental system should provide spatial variance reduction that is in line with the performance of the relaxed version of configuration 12 in the model (25.260% and 23.540% reduction in the modeled cinema and dubbing theater, respectively).

The experimental system (Fig. 4.7) exhibited a reduction in spatial variance of 26.170%, which is in good agreement with the model. This verifies that DiSP is a practical option for B-chain applications, as previously indicated in the modeled venues. Further refinement of the TDI generation algorithm is likely to result in further improvements in calibration performance.

4.5 Discussion

The effectiveness of the calibration strategies over all 12 configurations is shown for the modeled commercial cinema and dubbing theater in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9. Although the modeled spaces give good indication that the investigated techniques are effective, it must be stressed that these methods must be trialed in real cinemas and dubbing theaters in order to fully verify the results. Additionally, the proposed calibration strategies must be thoroughly evaluated with in-situ listening test to ensure there is no unwanted coloration of the source signals post-calibration.

The modeled venues, however, provide a good starting point for identifying an effective and suitable approach to low-frequency calibration for B-chains.

4.5.1 Chameleon Subwoofer Array Performance

The CSA calibration strategy is directly related to the available degrees of freedom. In the subwoofer-only systems, spatial variance reduction never exceeds 30%. This is due to the limited available subwoofers being located along the front of the cinema, thus impeding correction over a wide seating area (high LCFs, Fig. 2.2) and thus exhibiting a wildly-varying frequency response.

In some cases (such as in the dubbing theater) it can be seen that CSA calibration in fact increases spatial variance. This is likely due to the coarse grid spacing used in the model as well as high LCFs. In the smaller space of the dubbing theater, it is possible that source and measurement grid points were extremely close to one another, resulting in slight system instabilities.

When the entire B-chain is taken into consideration for low-frequency sound reproduction, CSA calibration shows its true strength. With 16 to 19 sources available (depending on the configuration), spatial variance reductions approaching 55% are achieved. Unsurprisingly, the semi-relaxed and relaxed B-chains performed best in the commercial cinema (due to improved low-frequency reproduction capabilities
Fig. 4.8  Spatial variance (SV) due to CSA, DiSP, and hybrid calibration strategies for all 12 configurations.

Fig. 4.9. Spatial variance reduction (in reference to spatial variance of the uncorrected systems) due to CSA, DiSP and hybrid calibration strategies for all 12 configurations.
of the non-subwoofer elements), but the opposite is seen in the dubbing theater results. This contradiction to expectation is likely due to the reduced spacing of the loudspeakers in the dubbing theater, resulting in lower source-to-source decorrelation (seen by the higher LCFs in Fig. 2.2) causing the CSA to be less effective when there is more spectral overlap between channels.

4.5.2 Diffuse Signal Processing Performance

The diffuse signal processing-based calibration strategy exhibits a slightly different behavior to the CSA method. Spatial variance reduction peaks at around 30% over all tested configurations, whereby effectiveness increases with the number of available loudspeakers for low-frequency sound reproduction.

While DiSP calibration does not approach CSAs in terms of effectiveness, it must be stressed that the key advantage of DiSP is that no on-site calibration is required. Once the TDIs have been generated, they are applied to the processing chain for each loudspeaker. No knowledge of venue or system topology is required to implement this strategy, thus lending itself to a universally-robust solution for B-chain set up.

Assuming the TDIs are carefully generated to avoid coloration, this form of calibration should not affect the timbre of the system, which therefore circumvents the issues raised in [46] where steady-state based equalization is shown to negatively impact the direct sound from the sources in the form of clearly noticeable coloration.

4.5.3 Hybrid Approach Performance

The combination of the CSA and DiSP calibration approaches into a hybrid strategy should, in theory, allow the CSA calibration to exhibit greater effectiveness, since the signal decorrelation provided by the DiSP allows for each channel to have greater independence from the others. This strengthens each degree of freedom available to the calibration strategy.

The results in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 indicate that this is indeed the case, whereby the hybrid approach reduces spatial variance by nearly 50% in the commercial cinema, 40% in the dubbing theater with a wide listening area, and over 60% in the dubbing theater with the small listening area.

Again, all the caveats of the CSA and DiSP calibration strategies remain, but should a system prove exceptionally problematic, then a hybrid approach of this sort may be a reasonable solution, due to its ability to provide stronger degrees of freedom for low-frequency variance reduction.

4.5.4 Calibration Strategy Efficiency

As highlighted in Sec. 1.2, a calibration strategy that results in a uniform response across a wide audience area, but with a significantly reduced mean output level (MOL), is an unacceptable solution due to inefficient sound reproduction.

The proposed calibration strategies (CSA, DiSP, and hybrid) as well as the current spatially-averaged equalization strategy were examined for MOL over all tested venues. Results for the relaxed B-chain configuration are shown as this is most closely in line with the system characteristics of installed B-chains (Fig. 4.10).

It is evident that the CSA calibration strategy on its own suffers from poor efficiency in many scenarios. This has been investigated in detail in [9] and is largely attributed to poor choice of measurement and loudspeaker locations. With a more careful physical layout, the issue can be mitigated [9]. A similar issue pertaining to cinema calibration is highlighted in [7]. CSA calibration is particularly inefficient in the dubbing theater with a small, 9-point measurement grid. In this case a poor measurement location will have a much more drastic effect on the calibration efficiency than with one poor location out of an 81-point grid.

Critically, however, the addition of DiSP to CSA to form the hybrid approach removes such sensitivities and MOL is brought back to pre-calibration levels in nearly all cases. This lends good support to the hybrid approach, as the measurement point location sensitivities highlighted in [7, 9] are no longer an issue. Furthermore, upon inspection of the MOL for the spatially-averaged equalization, it can be seen in Fig. 4.10 that this strategy offers no advantage over the hybrid approach and, in fact, provides poorer efficiency in most modeled cases.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS

The research presented in the preceding sections highlights the flaws inherent with current low-frequency optimization strategies in cinema theaters, as well as suggesting alternative, effective, and practical calibration strategies that are directly in reference to a clearly defined problem (Sec. 1).

A set of recommendations can be assembled with the aim of informing future standards and recommendations for B-chain specification and calibration:

1) The low-frequency response of B-chains must be calibrated in reference to a well-defined metric (or collection of metrics), such as spatial variance reduction and mean output level. A well-defined metric provides a clear indicator of the effectiveness of a calibration strategy.

2) Low-frequency sound reproduction should not be restricted to the subwoofers. Systems should allow low-frequency content (from the LFE and screen/surround channels) through all available loudspeakers (where their output capability permits). This provides enhanced degrees of freedom for effective calibration.

3) Regardless of the adopted calibration strategy, the approach must be designed with practicality in mind. Local technicians should be able to easily implement and maintain the system without significant risk of human error. Systems must be designed to be stable and to not easily drift out of calibration.

There are three identified options for calibration:
1) Optimization routine

This method requires a series of precise measurements in order to generate a set of loudspeaker correction filters. When applied correctly, this approach can achieve extremely low spatio-temporal variance, but this must be weighed against practicality (precise calibration and maintenance required).

2) Diffuse signal processing

This method does not require on-site calibration of any sort. Loudspeaker correction filters are generated off-site and applied to the B-chain with appropriate DSP. This approach achieves moderate spatio-temporal variance reduction (at the moment), although care must be taken to avoid perceptible signal coloration, ensuring that transient and steady-state sounds maintain their intended timbre.

3) Hybrid approach

This is a combination of (1) and (2) that has the potential of achieving the most significant spatio-temporal variance reduction. Again, this approach requires detailed on-site calibration and care must be taken to avoid signal coloration.

The authors have identified diffuse signal processing as the preferred calibration method, as DiSP can be implemented universally, with no required knowledge of loudspeaker layout or venue acoustics as well as no on-site calibration or maintenance required. This approach removes the risk of local technicians allowing a system to drift out of calibration and reduces costs when installing new systems.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The current strategies for the low-frequency calibration of cinema sound systems are based on a flawed premise of low-frequency acoustics and psychoacoustics. These strategies are shown in this research to provide virtually no benefit in terms of spatio-temporal variance reduction, meaning that the pre- and post-calibrated systems will exhibit equally position-dependent listening experience differences. Furthermore, these techniques have been shown by other researchers to be highly prone to human error, resulting in inconsistent performance and often strongly colored sound due to excessive equalization [47].

The typical focus on room-modes when designing a low-frequency calibration system is not necessary in the case of modern cinemas, as the dimensions of the space coupled with low reverberation times results in Schroeder frequencies of below 35 Hz. Above the Schroeder frequency, the effects of room-modes are not perceptible and therefore do not need to be directly addressed when calibrating a B-chain. Comb-filtering between sources and low-order reflections is the primary cause of high spatial variance.

Suitable calibration strategies have been presented in Sec. 4. One possibility is to use an optimization algorithm, based on multiple measurements over a seating area. The included example exhibits spatial variance reduction of nearly 55%, assuming a sufficient number of degrees of freedom (i.e., available loudspeakers for low-frequency sound reproduction). However, this option requires on-site calibration and maintenance.

The second option is diffuse signal processing. While not as effective as optimization algorithms, this method can reduce spatial variance by upwards of 40% (and likely more if the TDIs are accurately designed), assuming sufficient degrees of freedom. This option requires no on-site calibration or maintenance.

In the case of an optimization algorithm-based calibration strategy, DiSP can be included within the system without any additional calibration. This hybrid approach decreases correlation between system degrees of freedom, thus maximizing spatial variance reduction (approaching 65% in certain scenarios).

The current strategies for the generation and calibration of low-frequencies in cinema theaters are unable to reduce the degree of seat-to-seat variations of response over large seating areas. Furthermore, the spatial-averaging techniques that are used for measurement and equalization are by no means always subjectively beneficial. There are far too many limitations inherent in the current practices to allow for much improvement without a significant new approach to the actual generation of the sound being considered. It is the intention of the authors that the research presented in this paper will prompt an informed discussion regarding the revision of the current concepts of
low-frequency generation in cinema theaters in order to achieve a subjectively-improved and more consistent performance.
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